Data & AI Assessment

Get added value from your data using BI and AI with Azure
Every organization has a lot of data available, but rarely takes real advantage of it. And yet
today, data is the digital raw material for innovation and market differentiation of companies.
Can you extract deep insights from your data? Is your data good enough for this? And, if so,
can you use it properly and meaningfully to see connections, predict outcomes and implement
automation?

Our Data & AI assessment gets you started. Discover the opportunities you can extract
immediately using Business Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence, and get a glimpse of the
future. We do this based on your vision, objectives and aspirations, and our experience within
the sector. And you get a roadmap describing in practical terms how to add intelligence to
your applications and workflows using Azure Data Platform services, so you can leverage data
to achieve your objectives.

What can you expect?
The following topics are on the agenda:
•

Inspiration session: We introduce you to the various possibilities with BI & AI
technology based on practical reference cases.

•

Defining objectives: We work with you to examine how to valorize your data based
on your ideas, future plans and current trends, including those used in BI and AI in the
sector.

•

Assessment of your current data platform and comparison with the Azure Data
Platform: The focus here is mainly on data components. You gain insight into what a
modern data platform looks like, the requirements, and items for attention (including
Azure Synapse, Data Factory, Data Lake, Purview, Databricks, Power BI, MLflow, IoT Hub,
Stream Analytics, etc.).

•

Security & privacy by design: Security and privacy are integral to the complete
design of both technical components and processes.

•

Data culture: The data platform is only part of the picture. People and processes must
also get involved to make the data project succeed.

De assessment procedure
1. Kickoff

We strive to attain
a clear view of your
business objectives.
We also create
inspiration with
available AI services.

2. Data
Understanding

Our Data & AI
expert focuses
on identifying,
collecting and
exploring the
datasets that can
help you achieve
your goals.

3. Design & advice

We map out the ‘as is’
and ‘to be’ situations
in terms of technology
(Data Platform) and
organization, so you can
create a data culture
(people & processes).

4. Deliverable

We collect all
information
in a practical
roadmap, your
guide during
the actual
implementation.

Would you like more information?
Do you want to understand the full potential of Data & AI on Azure, get an idea of the
various possibilities in the most cost-effective way, and learn how to use your data to
achieve your company objectives? Our assessment shows you how to take the practical
steps and make this a success story within your organization.
Do you have any questions or want more info? Then feel free to contact our experts at
info@inetum-realdolmen.world or +32 2 801 55 55 without obligation.
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